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THE LIFE

I

love color, and I love patterns. I don’t like timid interiors,”
says Kit Kemp, who, as the co-owner and creative director of
Firmdale Hotels, is behind the brand’s signature idiosyncratic interiors. “At the same time,” she adds, “I don’t like
frantic ones either.” The Kemp look is on full display at the
Whitby Hotel in New York, the Soho Hotel in London, and
restaurants like the Potting Shed in London and the Crosby
Bar in New York, where patterned textiles mix with textured
furniture, unexpected wall colors, and prints wherever you
turn. The effect might be overwhelming if everything weren’t put together
by someone as expert as Kemp. But nowhere is that balance more evident
than in her sunny London living room, home to some of her favorite personal objects, among them a set of slate coffee tables by Tom Stogdon and a
gold piece of art by pop artist Joe Tilson hanging above the mantel. Both
look distinctly handmade, a quality that Kemp says informs her aesthetic.
“I love texture, and I’m
most inspired by a love of
craft. I usually like something which looks as if it’s
handmade.” Kemp is quick
to emphasize that doesn’t
mean one has to venture out
for inspiration. “There’s
quite a lot of good craft at
home—you don’t have to
travel far,” she notes. “But I
think the thing is, you have
to be overridingly curious.
And I think that I am.” n
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Slate coffee tables by Tom
Stogdon and artwork by Joe
Tilson (above the fireplace,
center) are among Kemp’s
most cherished possessions.

THE LIFE
ARTS AND CRAFTS

Grassy colors, rich textures, and perfectly
imperfect accessories make a space
feel lived-in yet considered.
Lucy’s Market
wineglasses,
$16 each;
lucysmarket
.com.

Moroccan
lantern,
$459
(medium);
jayson
home
.com.

Courtland & Co. pillow, $198;
courtlandandco.com.

Design Thread, by Kit
Kemp, Hardie Grant, $50;
shopkitkemp.com.

Dear Keaton
lamp, $220;
dearkeaton
.com.
Moroccan
handwoven
bread basket,
$150; jayson
home.com.

Antoinette
Poisson
papier-mâché
urn, $300;
johnderian
.com.

Mbare
recycledmetal cows,
$28 (baby) and
$48 (mama);
mbare.com.

Kit Kemp for Chelsea
Textiles cushion cover,
$400; shopkitkemp.com.

Pottery Barn reclaimedwood coffee table, $799;
potterybarn.com.
Dash & Albert by Annie Selke
rug, $624; annieselke.com.
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